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Abstract: Historically, the expansion of soy plantations has been a major driver of land-use/cover
change (LUCC) in Brazil. While a series of recent public actions and supply-chain commitments
reportedly curbed the replacement of forests by soy, the expansion of the agricultural commodity
still poses a considerable threat to the Amazonian and Cerrado biomes. Identification of areas
under high risk of soy expansion is thus paramount to assist conservation efforts in the region.
We mapped the areas suitable for undergoing transition to soy plantations in the Legal Amazon
with a machine-learning approach adopted from the ecological modeling literature. Simulated soy
expansion for the year 2014 exhibited favorable validation scores compared to other LUCC models.
We then used our model to simulate how potential future infrastructure improvements would affect
the 2014 probabilities of soy occurrence in the region. In addition to the 2.3 Mha of planted soy in the
Legal Amazon in 2014, our model identified another 14.7 Mha with high probability of soy conversion
in the region given the infrastructure conditions at that time. Out of those, pastures and forests
represented 9.8 and 0.4 Mha, respectively. Under the new infrastructure scenarios simulated, the Legal
Amazonian area under high risk of soy conversion increased by up to 2.1 Mha (14.6%). These changes
led to up to 11.4 and 51.4% increases in the high-risk of conversion areas of pastures and forests,
respectively. If conversion occurs in the identified high-risk areas, at least 4.8 Pg of CO2 could be
released into the atmosphere, a value that represents 10 times the total CO2 emissions of Brazil in
2014. Our results highlight the importance of targeting conservation policies and enforcement actions,
including the Soy Moratorium, to mitigate future forest cover loss associated with infrastructure
improvements in the region.

Keywords: land-use/cover change modeling; deforestation; MaxEnt; infrastructure improvements;
tropical conservation; agricultural commodity; Cerrado
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1. Introduction

Rapid expansion of soy production in Brazil started in the 1970s [1]. With the development of new
varieties and infrastructure during the 1980s, soy became one of the major drivers of deforestation in
the Cerrado biome (i.e., Brazilian savanna) and later in the Amazon rainforest [2,3]. The expansion of
soy plantations between the end of the 1990s and the beginning of the 2000s, along with cattle ranching
activities, placed Brazil as the world’s top deforester over the past decades [4,5]. Moreover, soy expansion
into previously established pastureland in agricultural frontiers is also linked to indirect deforestation
by the displacement of grazing activities further into the forest, where land is less expensive [6,7].
Current soy expansion in Brazil is largely driven by the interests of the agribusinesses sector [8–10]
and mediated by supply chain dynamics, institutional factors, and infrastructure improvements in the
Brazilian Amazon [11,12]. Due to Brazil’s comparative advantage in providing feedstock for growing
bioeconomies worldwide, soy expansion is likely to continue with detrimental impacts on biodiversity
and ecosystem services (ES), especially in Amazonian agricultural frontiers [13].

Conservation strategies like the creation and maintenance of protected areas and indigenous
territories, changes in environmental legislation and intensification of monitoring activities, as well
as the promotion of sustainable supply-chain commitments, have been linked to the decline in forest
loss rates in the Brazilian Amazon between 2004 and 2012 [4,14,15]. Because these reductions occurred
under a global scenario of increasing soy and beef prices [16], recent conservation efforts may have
temporally decoupled economic growth from environmental degradation in the Amazon biome [17,18].
Nevertheless, rates of deforestation in the region have increased significantly in 2015 (24%) and 2016
(27%) when compared to previous years [19]. These recent increases are reportedly coinciding with the
weakening of environmental regulations (i.e., the Brazilian Forest Code) for private lands, where much
of the remaining natural vegetation is located [20,21].

National and international attention to forest cover loss in the Amazon region led to a
concentration of conservation efforts in the rainforest biome [4], while natural vegetation loss in
the highly biodiverse Cerrado biome remained unabated [22]. For instance, a 65% reduction in forest
loss was reported for the Amazonian biome between 2008 and 2012, whereas deforestation rates in the
Cerrado doubled [21]. Among potential reasons for this discrepancy are the relatively small network
of protected areas in the Cerrado (i.e., 8.6% compared 46% in the Amazon [21,23]) and the exclusion
of the Cerrado from the Soy Moratorium [14]. The fragile conservation status of the Brazilian Legal
Amazon motivated a series of land-use/cover change (LUCC) studies focused on the region, many of
which were based on the use of simulation models to forecast deforestation [6,11].

The LUCC literature focused on the Brazilian Amazon and Cerrado includes a range of different
methods to simulate future scenarios, e.g., based on econometric analyses, Markov-chain matrices,
dynamic systems, cellular automata, and agent-based approaches [24–27]. A relatively new approach
to model LUCC relies on the Maximum Entropy Principle [28–30], extensively adopted for the
identification of species niches in ecological studies and presence-only models [31,32]. This approach
can be used for the identification of forest areas likely to experience conversion to alternative land uses
given a set of environmental and socio-economic restrictions (e.g., [33]). Among the advantages of
LUCC models based on the Maximum Entropy Principle is their ability to incorporate multiple data
types (e.g., continuous and categorical) and establish complex relationships among predictor variables,
through the use of machine-learning algorithms [31].

In previous estimates, 10% of unprotected forests in the Amazon were identified as suitable for
soy production, and 15.3 Mha of previously cleared areas in the biome could serve that purpose [14].
In contrast, 42.5 Mha (42%) of the land previously deforested in the Cerrado by 2013 were identified as
suitable for soybeans, with an additional 11 Mha currently covered by natural vegetation that could be
legally cleared [14,34]. These values show a potential for soy expansion that needs further scrutiny.
Understanding where soy expansion is more likely to occur, and how the likelihood of occurrence
responds to changes in the regional infrastructure, is paramount for policymakers and law enforcers
to prevent undesired and irreversible loss of biodiversity and ES, as well as to design more effective
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conservation policies. In this study, we propose a novel approach for the identification of areas likely
to experience soy expansion in the modern agricultural frontiers of the Legal Amazon (i.e., where
deforestation is mainly driven by the agribusiness sector) based on the principle of Maximum Entropy.
We then simulate how these areas are likely to change in response to infrastructural improvements
and their implications for land use/cover and biodiversity.

2. Study Area and Methods

2.1. Study Area

We focused our study on the Legal Amazon region of Brazil. The area lies west of meridian
44◦ W and includes nine Brazilian states (61% of the national territory). It comprises a mosaic of
ecosystems distributed in the Amazon (400 Mha) and the Cerrado (100 Mha) biomes. The Amazon
is one of the largest biodiversity hotspots in the world and stores approximately 120 Pg of carbon in
its trees alone [35], equivalent to about 10 times the estimated global carbon emissions in 2016 [36].
The Cerrado is also a highly biodiverse biome and a significant storehouse of biomass carbon [37,38].
Both biomes experienced high levels of deforestation in the recent past [13,18].

2.2. The Modern Agricultural Frontier: A Conceptual Framework

We define modern agricultural frontiers as those where LUCC decisions are mainly driven by
the agribusiness sector; i.e., regions where resources to invest and modify the agricultural landscape
and the regional infrastructure are readily available and linked to global markets. Our conceptual
framework is composed of four factors that determine the decision of producers in modern agricultural
frontiers to invest in soy plantations (Figure 1): (1) presence of suitable land where soy can be grown
and harvested; (2) accessibility to agricultural inputs and markets; (3) availability of land that can be
purchased under current land-use regulations; and (4) availability of low-priced land with potential for
future appreciation. These conditional factors and their relationship with the expansion of soybeans in
modern frontiers are discussed below. Although we acknowledge the role of other actors (e.g., research
and extension agencies, academia, and government sectors) in the development of these frontiers,
we focus on agribusiness actors as major immediate drivers of modern agricultural frontiers.
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Figure 1. Modern agricultural frontier framework for soy investment. Dashed arrows represent
indirect processes.

2.2.1. Agricultural Suitability

Agricultural crops require a suitable range of biophysical conditions to grow. These conditions
include a combination of annual precipitation, temperatures, and soil conditions. Moreover, crops
like soybeans are highly mechanized and require relatively flat terrains for cultivation [1]. This set of
climatic, edaphic, and geomorphological variables determine the suitability for the crop. Suitability
can be expanded through the transfer of technology [39] such as genetically modified seeds that can
withstand extreme climatic events (e.g., droughts) and agricultural inputs that can correct and maintain
suitable soil properties and control pests and pathogens at accessible rates. New technologies are
largely provided by the agribusiness sector, consequently increasing farmers’ willingness to change
current land uses.

2.2.2. Accessibility

Infrastructure is another important factor related to farmers’ LUCC decisions, as it affects
production costs directly [10,40]. We define infrastructure as roads, railroads, and waterways that
can reduce travel costs to national and international markets represented by municipalities and ports,
respectively, and soy storage and processing facilities. Expansion of infrastructure increases the reach
of markets and greatly reduces transportation costs, thereby promoting the expansion of agricultural
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frontiers in previously remote, low-priced, and often forested areas [2,12]. Changes in accessibility are
often linked to political lobbying. The successful lobbying by Brazil’s agribusiness sector to promote
infrastructure development is well-recognized in the literature [41]. The rural caucus in the Congress
(i.e., bancada ruralista) is known for influencing political decisions for the benefit of multinational
agricultural companies [21,42]. Examples of infrastructural improvements promoted by the bancada
ruralista include the construction and maintenance of railways, roads, and dams to create waterways
through which barges can then transport export commodities like soybeans [43–46].

2.2.3. Land Use and Land-Use Regulations

Existing land uses and land-use regulations influence investments in soy production. For instance,
purchase of pastureland can be an attractive investment for soy producers, because no forest conversion
costs accrue and depending on the year of conversion, the land qualifies under value chain governance
initiatives, such as the Soy Moratorium [14,47]. Protected areas and indigenous territories, on the other
hand, reportedly curb deforestation rates and limit the expansion of agricultural frontiers [4,48,49].
Settlements may also restrict the expansion of soy, due to high capital and machinery requirements,
usually not affordable by small farmers [50]. The effect of property right regimes on frontier expansion,
however, generally depends on whether law is effectively enforced on the ground [2,51]. Poor law
enforcement and lack of clear property rights are often associated with illegal land occupation and
limited access to credit for investments in agriculture [13]. Finally, land-use regulations themselves can
be influenced by agribusiness sector interests. The bancada ruralista supported the amnesty to farmers
who promoted deforestation in the Amazon before 2008, which was granted with the approval of the
2012 Brazilian Forest Code [20,21]. The same group also proposes changes in the status and sizes of
protected areas as an attempt to expand agricultural areas in the country [52].

2.2.4. Land Price Speculation

Agricultural frontier expansion in the Amazon region is not driven by expected returns to
agricultural uses alone. Often forests are cleared by actors who speculate on future land price
appreciation [47,53–55]. Land price dynamics may thus sometimes serve as an indicator for future
land use change at agricultural frontiers.

2.3. Identification of Areas Suitable for Soy Expansion

We combined environmental and socio-economic variables linked to the conceptual framework
laid out above to identify areas that are prone to experience soy expansion in the Legal Amazon.
Our approach is analogous to the Species Distribution Modeling (SDM) framework, widely used to
identify ecological niches based on presence-only data and a set of environmental variables [56]. In our
case, the SDM is used to identify spatial units with high probability to be replaced by soy. We modeled
the area of potential soy expansion with MaxEnt (version 3.3.3, Princeton, NJ, USA), a software that
relies on the principle of Maximum Entropy [31,56].

Given the problem of estimating the potential distribution of soy crops in a geographic region
where no environmental and socio-economic restrictions are known, the unbiased way of defining the
probability of occurrence is to assign a uniform distribution; i.e., all regions have an equal probability
of displaying an occurrence (maximum entropy). Under no constraints, soy would have the same
probability of occurring on any location in the Legal Amazon. However, information on soy correlated
landscape features can be used to constrain the probability of occurrence, while still approximating to
a uniform distribution (maximizing entropy or uncertainty) where occurrence is unknown. MaxEnt is
able to include interaction terms between predictor variables based on iterative scaling algorithms
used to fit multinomial logistic regression classifiers while dealing with spatial autocorrelation [32].

MaxEnt compares a random sample of background pixels from the landscape (i.e., without soy) to
pixels where a presence was observed (i.e., with soy), given at a set of environmental constraints [57,58].
The model calculates the relative occurrence rate (ROR), i.e., the probability of a sampled pixel to have
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soy ‘presence’. RORs are then used to infer the probability of presence of soy in any pixel of the study
region. The ROR is predicted for each pixel or location as a function of the environmental variables, as:

P∗(z(xi)) =
ez(xi)λ

∑i ez(xi)λ
(1)

where xi represents locations, z is a vector of J environmental/socio-economic variables at location xi,
and λ represents the vector of regression coefficients, computed as z(xi)λ = z1(xi) ∗ λ1 + z2(xi) ∗ λ2 +

. . . + zJ(xi) ∗ λJ . The model is set to maximize entropy by approximating a uniform distribution Q(xi)

of soy occurrence in the geographical space under environmental restrictions. The maximum entropy
is obtained by modifying the ROR function as:

P∗(z(xi)) =
Q(xi) exp(z(xi)λ)

∑i Q(xi) exp(z(xi)λ)
(2)

In a uniform probability distribution, all pixels have the same probability of containing a presence,
or Q(xi) =

1
N , where N is the total number of pixels in the landscape. MaxEnt predicts occurrence on

background pixels from the presence pixels as:

∑N
i=1 zijP∗(z(xi)) =

1
M ∑M

m=1 zmj (3)

where j represents an environmental/socio-economic variable or predictor with value zj. On the
left-hand side, zj is the average value over the prediction, and the right-hand side of the equation
has the average value of the zj in all M presence pixels. This equation can be solved with a range
of different ROR or P∗(z(xi)) distributions. The model most similar to a uniform distribution in
geographical space is selected by the maximum entropy principle. MaxEnt retrieves a solution through
the gain function, a maximum-likelihood equation restricted by the input variables:

gain =
1
m ∑M

i=1 z(xi)λ − log ∑N
i=1 Q(xi)ez (xi)λ − ∑J

j=1

∣∣λj
∣∣× β ×

√
s2
(
zj
)

M
(4)

where β represents a regularization coefficient and s2(zj
)

is the variance of predictor j at presence pixels.
The first term of Equation (4) represents the sum of predicted values at presence pixels, the second term
is the sum of predicted values at background locations, and the third applies an overfitting penalty to
the gain function so that observed predictor values are only approximated [57]. Through an iteration
process, one λj is changed at a time and selected whenever it increases gain. The iteration proceeds
until maximum gain is obtained [56,59].

The performance of the model is assessed through a modified version of Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) analysis for presence-only data [31]. ROC is calculated from presence and
background data. In the ROC curve, the false positive rate, which represents background pixels
incorrectly classified as presences, is plotted against the true positive rate, or the rate of positive
observations classified as positive by the model, for all possible classifying thresholds. The area under
the ROC curve (AUC) measures the probability that a randomly drawn presence pixel will have a higher
predicted value than a randomly drawn background pixel [32]. Models with AUC ≤0.5 do no better than
a random distribution, while models with AUC >0.7 are assumed to have good predictive power [60,61].
Our data sources are reported in Table 1. Data processing was performed with the packages ‘raster’ [62]
and ‘maptools’ [63] and the GDAL library [64] available for R (version 3.4.3, Vienna, Austria) [65].
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Table 1. Summary of model input variables.

Category Variable Code Source/Reference

Agricultural
Suitability

Annual Mean Temperature bio1

[66]

Mean Diurnal Range (Mean of monthly (max temp–min temp)) bio2
Isothermality (bio2/bio7) (* 100) bio3

Temperature Seasonality (standard deviation * 100) bio4
Max Temperature of Warmest Month bio5
Min Temperature of Coldest Month bio6

Temperature Annual Range (bio5–bio6) bio7
Mean Temperature of Wettest Quarter bio8
Mean Temperature of Driest Quarter bio9

Mean Temperature of Warmest Quarter bio10
Mean Temperature of Coldest Quarter bio11

Annual Precipitation bio12
Precipitation of Wettest Month bio13
Precipitation of Driest Month bio14

Precipitation Seasonality (Coefficient of Variation) bio15
Precipitation of Wettest Quarter bio16
Precipitation of Driest Quarter bio17

Precipitation of Warmest Quarter bio18
Precipitation of Coldest Quarter bio19

Soil quality/type [67]
Elevation [68]

Slope authors

Accessibility

Cities [69]
Roads [70] *

Railroads [70]
Waterways [70]

Ports and terminals [71]
Storage facilities [70]

Crushing facilities [70]
Travel cost to cities dist cities authors

Travel cost to ports and terminals dist ports authors
Travel cost to storage facilities dist storage authors

Travel cost to crushing facilities dist crush authors

Land use
and

institutions

Land cover (2008–2014) [72]
Settlements [73]

Protected areas (Sustainable use, Integral protection, Indigenous
reserve, Military areas) [74]

Land price
Agricultural land price land price A [75]

Pastureland price land price P [75]
Forested land price land price N [75]

* Adapted from the Centro de Sensoriamento Remoto-CSR/UFMG.

2.3.1. Soy Occurrence

We used the 2014 land-use/cover maps produced by Gibbs et al. [14], based on MODIS imagery,
and Rudorff et al. [34], based on Landsat and MODIS imagery, to assess the occurrence of soy in the
Brazilian Amazon and Cerrado, respectively. First, we generated random points inside each mapped
soy patch from both datasets. We then masked the points inside the Legal Amazon region, obtaining
8735 locations of soy occurrence. A complete set of presence data avoids a sample-bias in MaxEnt [57].
For example, in the ecological field, species observations are usually clustered around roads or access
paths, often not capturing the whole spectrum of possible environmental variables combinations.
Since we assume that virtually all soy occurrences were mapped in our datasets, we expect our data
to be unbiased. The quality of our prediction is then determined by the selection and quality of
environmental and socio-economic input variables.

2.3.2. Environmental and Socio-Economic Variables

We classified the model input variables into four categories (Table 1) following our conceptual
framework (Figure 1). Bioclimatic variables were obtained as raster datasets from the Worldclim
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database ([66]; ≈900 m resolution). We converted all environmental and socio-economic variables to this
resolution since all other maps could be obtained either in the same or higher resolutions, and masked
all variables to the extent of the Legal Amazon (3599 × 2797 grids with 10,066,403 pixels each).

Climatic Variables. The climatic factors required for soy production in Brazil include up to 8 mm
day−1 of water depending on the stage of the crop, with a range between 450 and 800 mm of rainfall
per cycle. The optimal temperature for soy development lies between 20 and 30 ◦C, also depending on
the stage of the plant [76]. Thus, throughout the cycle different ranges of temperatures and quantities
of water are required or tolerated by the species to germinate, grow, and produce seeds. We included
all the 19 variables from the Bioclim climatic dataset in our model to identify locations suitable for soy
plantations [66]. These data include climatic seasonality, extremes and annual tendencies that are more
relevant to the biology of species than just monthly or annual averages.

Edaphic and geomorphic variables. We obtained soil data from EMBRAPA (Brasília, Brazil) [67].
Soy plantations are highly mechanized, requiring relatively large flat areas, or with mild slope [77].
Elevation data from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) were obtained at 90 m resolution
for the Legal Amazon. The data were used to produce a slope map with ‘terrain’ function from the
‘raster’ package in R, based on eight neighboring cells. To ensure the slope of a given pixel represents
the slopes on surrounding areas more accurately, and was not an isolated occurrence among the terrain
that would be unfit for large-scale soy production, we corrected the slope layer by recalculating the
mean slope of the eight surrounding pixels with the cumulative function, available in Insensa-GIS
software (version 0.3.9, Eberswalde, Germany) [78].

2014 accessibility variables. We measured accessibility as travel time to cities with more than
50,000 inhabitants, ports and terminals, storage facilities, and soy-crushing facilities. Variables were
created based on travel-cost maps to each of the destinations above and a friction surface method [79].
This approach represents a more realistic approach to estimate distances than Euclidean distance-based
methods because it considers the available infrastructure and terrain effects [80]. The original nine
land-use/cover categories from Landsat-based MapBiomas Collection 1 [72] were reclassified into
‘forest’ (comprised of the original Forest, Planted Forest, Coastal Zone Forest, and Unobserved
classes), ‘non-forest’ (Non-Forest Vegetation, Pasture, Agriculture, and Other), and ‘water.’ Travel-cost
maps were estimated by considering different land uses/covers and the available transportation
infrastructure; e.g., like roads, railways, and waterways.

Future accessibility variables. To simulate the effects of future infrastructure improvements on
soy suitability, we produced travel-cost maps based on three hypothetical future scenarios (Table 2).
In Scenarios 1 and 2, the status of roads was progressively improved; i.e., unpaved roads become paved,
and roads currently under construction or planned to be constructed were assumed to be finalized.
Similarly, for the railroads, all currently non-operational categories were assumed to be operational in
the future scenarios. A third future scenario (Scenario 3) was created assuming the establishment of
new soy storage and crushing facilities to Scenario 2. The location of new storage and crushing facilities
was based on the soy expansion probabilities for the Legal Amazon calculated in MaxEnt for Scenario
2. First, we identified the pixels with a probability of experiencing soy expansion within the highest
decile of the probability distribution. We then excluded those cells that occurred inside protected areas,
indigenous lands, and military areas. Although illegal soy expansion is sometimes observed inside
protected areas, we assumed facilities would not be installed inside those areas. The remaining identified
pixels were polygonized and one point, representing a soy occurrence, was randomly allocated inside
each polygon. These points were used as ‘sources’ to create new travel-cost to soy farms maps for
the Brazilian Amazon. We then obtained the probabilities of occurrence of the storage facilities and
crushing facilities by running MaxEnt with the land-use data from 2014, and the travel cost maps for
cities, ports, soy farms, and either presence of crushing facilities (for the former probability) or presence
of storage facilities (for the latter). We then polygonized the pixels with the maximum probability of
facility occurrence in each raster obtained. A random point inside each polygon of each layer was
then considered a future facility. Based on the new predicted facilities, we created travel-cost maps to
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future storage and crushing facilities. Scenario 3 was then run on MaxEnt, considering the Scenario 2
infrastructure plus the new storage and soybean processing infrastructure. Other 2014 input variables
remained unaltered in the future scenarios.

Table 2. Changes in infrastructure status across simulation scenarios.

Category Roads 2014 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Paved paved paved paved paved
Established unpaved unpaved paved paved

Natural Surface (Leito Natural) unpaved unpaved paved paved
Not informed unpaved unpaved paved paved

Under construction of new lane unpaved paved paved paved
Under pavement unpaved paved paved paved
New lane added paved paved paved paved

Planned removed unpaved paved paved
Under construction removed unpaved paved paved

River crossing water water water water

Railroads
In operation railway railway railway railway

Planned removed railway railway railway
Under construction removed railway railway railway
Suspended traffic removed railway railway railway

Not informed removed railway railway railway

New Facilities
Storage - - - yes

Crushing - - - yes

Note: ‘removed’ refers to categories that were removed in a scenario. The source of the data is found in Table 1.

Land use/cover and land-use regulations variables. Land use/cover data were also obtained
from the MapBiomas project [72]. Raster mosaics of land-use/cover tiles from the years 2008 to 2014
were created and aggregated to 900 m resolution (Table 1). All land-use/cover rasters were used
individually as input variables in the model. Maps of protected areas and settlements were obtained
from CSR-UFMG [81], then rasterized and processed similarly.

Land Price variables. Land price maps at the municipal level available for 2007 and 2012 for
forest, cropland, and pasture areas were obtained from FNP Consultoria & Comércio (São Paulo,
Brazil) [75]. To account for land price appreciation in the years prior to 2014, we subtracted the
maximum price of land corrected for inflation (annual average of the IGP-DI index) in 2007 from that
of 2012 in each municipality [82]. The maps with municipal land price appreciation values between
2007 and 2012 for forest, cropland, and pasture areas were then rasterized in a 900 m resolution.

2.3.3. MaxEnt Calibration and Output

MaxEnt was run with cross-validation (the data is split into training and test data) from 10 replicate
runs. All runs were based on the default parameter settings (regularization multiplier = 1; maximum
number of background points = 10,000; maximum iterations = 500; convergence threshold = 0.00001;
default prevalence = 0.5; ‘add samples to background’). The infrastructure improvement scenarios
were included in MaxEnt as projections of the 2014 scenario, with changes only in the travel-cost maps.
MaxEnt generated a final raster with soy occurrence probabilities based on the averaged pixel-wise
probabilities of the 10 runs for each scenario (2014 and Scenarios 1, 2 and 3) [83]. Soy areas in 2014 and
urban areas from Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística [84] were masked out from the four
scenarios. Additionally, we used the Jackknife-based test from MaxEnt on regularized training gain to
perform a sensitivity analysis. This involves testing the importance of input variables by removing
one at a time and recalculating the model gain [85].
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2.4. Impact of Predicted Soy Expansion

The impacts of soy expansion on land use and forests were assessed with the overlay of the
simulated scenarios and the land use/cover, land-use regulations, conservation priority areas, and biomass
maps. Conservation priority areas were obtained from the Brazilian Ministry of the Environment [86].
Defining conservation priority areas is a government-led strategy to inform the creation of protected areas.
Conservation priority areas are not necessarily officially protected areas, and may thus be susceptible to
conversion. The areas are classified from high to extremely high biological importance, or ‘insufficiently
known, but of possible biological importance.’ These areas include forests but may also include other
vegetation types, as well as anthropogenic areas. Another category includes ‘new areas identified
by regional groups’ and represents areas with certain conservation priority yet not fully evaluated.
The biomass map was retrieved from Soares-Filho et al. [87]. We calculated the area with (1) <100 Mg
of biomass ha−1, (2) 100–200 Mg ha−1, and (3) >200 Mg ha−1 where soy expansion probability was
considered high. We calculated the median of the expansion probabilities in the simulated map of 2014
where soy was observed to expand in 2017. The map of soy occurrence for 2017 was also provided by
H. Gibbs (unpublished data, based on MODIS imagery). Pixels with probabilities above the median
value were classified as high-risk areas of experiencing soy expansion in the simulated maps of 2014 and
Scenarios 1, 2, and 3. We used the logistic output of MaxEnt, which gives an estimate of the probability
of occurrence [83]. To avoid the bias related to the assumptions required to estimate these probabilities
(see [88]), we considered their relative values and classified them a-posteriori. Finally, we compared how
these high-risk areas changed across all simulated maps.

2.5. Soy Expansion Simulation

To ensure that soy expansion scenarios are consistent with current trends in global commodity
demand, we first forecasted 2017 soy production and location for each state of the Brazilian Legal
Amazon. The projected expansion of soy planted area was based on a linear extrapolation of the soy
planted area in each state from 2006 to 2014. For the purpose of model validation, we allocated the
equivalent number of pixels corresponding to the forecasted 2017 soy expansion area to the cells with
the highest probability of soy occurrence in the 2014 Scenario for each state separately, independently
of their absolute probability values. Finally, we repeated this procedure to forecast soy areas for 2020
(i.e., near future).

2.6. Model Validation

We validated our model based on the comparison between simulated and observed (satellite-based)
maps of soy expansion in the Amazon biome during the 2014–2017 period. We adopted three distinct
map-comparison metrics to perform the model validation: Figure of Merit; Kappa Simulation; and Fuzzy
Kappa Simulation. The first method is based on the calculation of the proportion of the area of agreements
between two maps due to the observed soy expansion predicted as expansion (‘hits’) over the sum
of ‘hits’ and the area of disagreement; i.e., observed expansion predicted either as another land use
(‘misses’) or another land use predicted as soy expansion (‘false alarms’), between satellite-based and
simulated maps (see Pontius et al. [89] for details). The Kappa Simulation is based on the popular Kappa
statistics from the remote sensing literature but adopts a stochastic model of random allocation of
class transitions relative to the initial map (see van Vliet et al. [90] for details). This metric can be
further decomposed into KTransition and KTransLoc, which express the quantity and the spatial allocation
errors of the model simulation, respectively. Finally, the Fuzzy Kappa Simulation method is focused
on fuzzy similarities related to pixels’ moving window-defined neighborhoods, calculated with a
distance-decay function (see van Vliet et al. [91] for details). We tested four moving-window sizes for
the fuzzy calculations: 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-pixel radius. Overall, these map-comparison metrics vary from
0 to 1 (often expressed as percentages), where 1 represents a perfect agreement between the simulated
and observed maps. The exceptions are the Fuzzy Kappa Simulation and the KTransLoc, that range from
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−1 to 1, where 0 indicates a level agreement expected by chance. Validation analysis was conducted in
R and with the Map Comparison Kit software (version 3.2.3, Maastricht, The Netherlands) [92].

3. Results

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis and Model Validation

The multiple runs of the model produced a very small variation in the AUC, with a cross-validated
test AUC of 0.757 (±0.005). This indicates that different subsets of the training data are very similar
and that the model presents an overall good predictive power. The Jackknife test identified Distance
to Storage Facilities as the most important predictor variable for the identification of areas suitable to
experience future soy expansion (i.e., highest gain), followed closely by Land Price of Pastures and
Distance to Crushing Facilities (Figure 2). Among the biophysical variables, the most important predictors
were Precipitation in the Driest Quarter (bio17), Precipitation Seasonality (bio15), and Precipitation in the
Driest Month (bio14). In contrast, the biophysical variables of less importance were Precipitation in
the Wettest Month (bio13), Precipitation in the Wettest Quarter (bio16), and Slope. As expected, the most
important land-use/cover variable was the 2013 Land Use map. Based on the results of our sensitivity
analysis, none of the variables caused an expressive reduction of gain when removed from the
model. Protected Areas and Soil were the variables that decreased model gain the most when not used,
which suggests that these variables contain the most unique information for model calibration when
compared to the others. Still, such decreases were relatively small. Finally, Settlements did not predict
soy expansion any better than a random allocation (gain = 0, AUC = 0.501 when used alone). In 2014,
only about 0.3% of the area inside settlements (112,580 ha) were planted with soy.

Our soy forecast for the year 2017 yielded a total of 4.4 Mha of new soy areas in the Legal Amazon,
based on the infrastructure levels of the 2014 scenario (Figure 3). The largest area of forecasted soy
expansion was in the states of Mato Grosso (2.3 Mha), followed by Tocantins (0.8 Mha), and Maranhão
(0.7 Mha). Validation scores were favorable (see Section 4.). The Figure of Merit of our simulation was
of 13.8%. The Kappa Simulation index was 23.9%, with associated KTransition of 82.7% and KTransLoc of
28.8%. Finally, the Fuzzy Kappa Simulation analysis based on moving windows of 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-pixel
radius returned values of 34.1%–35%.
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Figure 2. Results from the Jackknife sensitivity test. Training gains represent the relative contribution
of each variable to explain the location of soy occurrence in the Legal Amazon in 2014 (see Table 1 for
interpretation of the variable names).
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3.2. Simulated Changes in Soy Expansion Probabilities across Scenarios

The median of the soy expansion probabilities in the 2014 map where conversion was observed
in 2017 was of 0.496. Probabilities above this value were used for the identification of high-risk
areas. The highest soy expansion probability calculated by MaxEnt was 0.65 in the 2014 map and
future Scenarios 1 and 2 and 0.66 in Scenario 3. The overall average increases in the soy expansion
probabilities were 7.9%, 16% and 39.9% in future Scenarios 1, 2, and 3, respectively, when compared
to the 2014 map. These changes happened mainly in the states of Pará and Mato Grosso (Figure 4).
The average high probabilities in Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 were 0.2%, 1.3%, and 1.5% higher than in the
2014 scenario.

There were 2.3 Mha of planted soy in the Legal Amazon in 2014. The total area with high risk of
soy expansion in 2014 was estimated at 14.7 Mha (Table 3) distributed in the South and Eastern parts of
the region, in the states of Rondônia, Mato Grosso, Pará, Tocantins, and Maranhão; i.e., along the ‘arc
of deforestation’ region (Figure 3). Future Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 presented an increase of 0.4 Mha (2.5%),
1.9 Mha (13%) and 2.1 Mha (14.6%) in high-risk areas with the simulated infrastructure improvements,
respectively. These increases occurred mainly in Mato Grosso (0.2, 1.48 and 1.53 Mha under Scenarios
1, 2 and 3, respectively), followed by Tocantins (0.08, 0.3 and 0.32 Mha, respectively), and Pará states
(0.03, 0.04 and 0.1 Mha, respectively).
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Table 3. Changes in the high-risk areas of experiencing soy expansion in the Brazilian Legal Amazon
across simulation scenarios.

Scenario 2014 (Mha)
Scenario 1
(Variation

Compared to 2014)

Scenario 2
(Variation

Compared to 2014)

Scenario 3
(Variation

Compared to 2014)

Total area 14.66 2.45% 12.97% 14.57%

Protected areas and settlements
Not publicly protected 14.66 2.45% 2.45% 2.45%

Strictly protected 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Sustainable use 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Indigenous territories 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Military 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Settlements 1.15 1.48% 11.59% 12.57%

Land use
Forest 0.44 9.56% 38.62% 51.44%

Pasture 9.18 1.82% 10.96% 11.38%
Agriculture 1.77 1.08% 4.07% 4.63%

Planted forest >0.01 2.46% 4.89% 4.89%
Coastal zone forest 0.00 0.00% >0.01 Mha >0.01 Mha

Other 3.22 3.98% 19.98% 23.83%

Conservation priority
High 0.05 2.99% 5.07% 5.07%

Very high 0.06 5.65% 29.89% 32.79%
Extremely High 3.29 3.87% 23.75% 24.32%

Insufficiently known 0.27 5.09% 14.61% 14.40%
New areas identified by regional groups 0.00 0.00% >0.01 Mha >0.01 Mha

Potential biomass (Mg ha−1)
0–100 7.77 2.35% 12.40% 13.60%

100–200 0.28 1.24% 12.92% 13.04%
>200 6.61 2.63% 13.53% 15.65%
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Protected areas and settlements. All the areas with high risk of experiencing soy expansion
were located outside publicly protected areas (Table 3). Future infrastructure improvement scenarios
predicted no areas with high risk of soy expansion in any of the protected areas. About 1.15 Mha with
a high probability of soy expansion were located inside settlements in 2014. This number increased
1.5%, 11.6% and 12.6% under Scenarios 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Land use. Most areas under high risk of soy conversion were pasture in 2014. About 440,000 ha of
forests were estimated to be under high risk of soybean expansion in 2014 (Table 3). Development of
infrastructure increased the area of forests under high-risk by 9.6% (42,064 ha), 38.6% (169,840 ha) and
51.4% (226,336 ha) in Scenarios 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In contrast, about 9.18 Mha of pastures were
estimated to be in areas with high-risk of soy expansion. In Scenarios 1, 2 and 3, these pasture areas
increased by 1.8%, 11%, and 11.4%, respectively. Agricultural land under high risk of soy expansion
was approximately 1.8 Mha in Legal Amazonia in 2014. This area increased by 1.1%, 4.1% and 4.6%
the future Scenarios 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Conservation priority. Extremely-high conservation priority regions in the Legal Amazon
presented 3.29 Mha under high-risk of soy expansion (Table 3). Infrastructure development simulated
in Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 could increase these high-risk areas by 3.9%, 23.8%, and 24.3%, respectively.
Another 100,000 ha with high- to very-high conservation priority were also under high-risk of soy
expansion in 2014 and increased by 5.6%–32.8% in the future scenarios.

Biomass stocks. Approximately 45% (6.6 Mha) of the area with a high probability of experiencing
soy expansion have aboveground biomass stocks >200 Mg ha−1. This area increased with the
improvement of infrastructure in 2.6% (173,556 ha; scenario 1), 13.5% (894,518 ha; Scenario 2), and 15.7%
(1.03 Mha; scenario 3). These estimates suggest that at least 4.8 Pg of CO2 could be released into the
atmosphere if the forest biomass in high-risk areas were lost [93].

4. Discussion

Validation assessments of our model revealed relatively good levels of agreement between
the simulated and observed maps of soy expansion between 2014 and 2017 in the Amazon biome.
The Figure of Merit of our simulation (13.8%) is similar to median values reported by other studies
in the literature (e.g., 17% in Fuller et al. [94]; 7% in Kim [95]; 14% in Malek et al. [96]; 20% in
Vieilledent et al. [97] and 21% in Pontius et al. [89]). The same similarity was observed for the
Kappa Simulation index of our model (23.9%) and of others (e.g., 23% in Malek et al. [96]; 12%–42%
in Ke et al. [98] and 15%–52% in Ke et al. [99]). Finally, results from the Fuzzy Kappa Simulation
analysis (34.1%–35% for moving windows of 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-pixel radius) were also in conformance with
the results reported by Altartouri et al. [100] (3%–30% for 3 × 3- to 9 × 9-pixel moving windows).
Moreover, the KTransition (82.7%) and KTransLoc (28.8%) components of the Kappa Simulation indicate
that our model better predicts the area of soy expansion than its allocation [90]. KTransition values
are generally higher than those for KTransLoc [90,99], especially when only two LUCC are considered
(e.g., forest and non-forest). However, a KTransLoc value significantly higher than zero indicates our
model LUCC allocation to be substantially better than a random allocation [90]. As described in
Liu et al. [101], the levels of ‘hits’ (0.1%), ‘misses’ (0.5%) and ‘false alarms’ (0.3%) that compose the
Figure of Merit of our model, also allow to compare the changes forecasted by our model (i.e., the sum
of ‘hits’ and ‘false alarms’ (0.4%)) to the observed changes in the landscape (i.e., the sum of ‘hits’
and ‘misses’ (0.6%)) and reinforce our interpretation of the KTransition and KTransLoc metrics. Overall,
validation results suggest that our MaxEnt model represents a suitable tool for the identification of
areas more likely to experience soy conversion in the Legal Amazon.

MaxEnt requires presence-only data and information from one point in time to estimate LUCC
probabilities. As pointed out by Aguilar-Amuchastegui et al. [33], MaxEnt is straightforward to use,
free, well tested in a variety of applications, and versatile. Still, while the maximum entropy approach
can be used for the identification of areas suitable to experience LUCC, as an SDM, MaxEnt lacks
the additional computation step commonly found in standard LUCC models to forecast quantities
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of change through time (e.g., deforestation rates). We computed the area of soy expansion in the
R software based on a linear extrapolation of historical trends and allocated the MaxEnt output
accordingly. While this procedure performed relatively well in validation tests it could be refined by
using more sophisticated forecasting methods [24–27].

Our simulations suggested 14.7 Mha of land to be under high-risk of soy expansion in the Legal
Amazon in the 2014 scenario. This number is ten times more conservative than the 140 Mha of land with
high-yield potential for soy production in the Legal Amazon estimated by Vera-Diaz et al. [102]. This
is likely because we used recent data on soy occurrence and a wider and more comprehensive set of
biophysical and socio-economic variables in higher resolution. As expected, our model indicated most
of the areas under high-risk of expansion to be within the ‘arc of deforestation’ region, an agricultural
frontier that extends from the Southeastern to the Eastern parts of the Legal Amazon [51]. These areas
are suitable for soy production because of higher precipitation seasonality and lower quantities of
rainfall in the driest quarter of the year and represent the transition between the Amazonian and
Cerrado biomes [103]. In contrast to other climatic and biophysical information used as input variables
in our model, Slope did not contribute much to the prediction of soy expansion. This result can be an
artifact of the resolution of our prediction maps, given that other studies have identified slope as a
major constraint to mechanization in agriculture in the Brazilian Amazon [77,104].

Still, the large quantity of land deemed suitable for soy expansion by our study raises concerns
about conservation in the Legal Amazon. Even though recent zero-deforestation supply-chain
commitments, such as the Soy Moratorium [14], and public actions such as the creation of
protected areas, have reportedly been effective at curbing forest loss [18], these interventions
may not be sufficient to protect forests in such vast territory with chronically deficient property
right regimes [14,105,106]. Unprotected vegetation outside private properties is threatened by land
grabbers and its conservation hinges on command-and-control interventions assisted by satellite-based
monitoring [107,108]. Furthermore, conservation of natural vegetation in Legal Reserves and Permanently
Protected Areas, defined by the Brazilian Forest Code as ‘protected areas’, remains limited particularly
on smallholdings [109].

In line with previous work [11,110,111], we find that distance to soy-storing and processing
facilities plays a key role in the spatial location of soy expansion. The willingness of soy producers
to trade biophysical suitability for better access to infrastructure should be explored in future work.
Moreover, the relatively high importance of Past Pastureland Prices in our simulations is consistent with
previously reported trends of pasture to soy conversion. While the expansion of soy into pasture land
is not directly associated with deforestation [112], it can provoke the establishment of new pastures in
more remote forest areas; i.e., indirect LUCC [7]. Other common crops in the Brazilian Amazon include
beans, cassava, coffee, maize, and rice, some of which may eventually be replaced by soy. The state of
Mato Grosso, for example, experienced a reduction of 7% in planted rice area between 2015 and 2016,
partly due to soy [113]. Replacement of staple crops by soy and other commodity crops has given rise
to concerns about smallholder food security [8,114,115]. Although soybean plantations require high
capital investments, smaller farmers are sometimes able to acquire enough capital and assistance to
produce soy inside settlements [50]. In fact, the Brazilian Biodiesel Program aims to provide technology
and rural credit for the promotion of oil crops in small farm households [115]. As a result, soybean
crops could become popular in settlement areas in the near future, even though this variable exhibited
little predictive power in this study.

As expected, high-risk areas increased within the different land-use/cover categories as a
result of infrastructure improvements. The perception that infrastructure improvement can lead
to increased deforestation pressures in agricultural frontiers is well-acknowledged in the conservation
literature [11,44,51]. Paving of roads and highways improves accessibility and attracts land-grabbers
and other actors associated with forest degradation and deforestation [40,51]. Our simulations suggest
that infrastructure development in Legal Amazonia could increase the area under high-risk of soy
conversion by 2.4%–14.6%. Although pastures boast the largest absolute area with high-risk of
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conversion to soy without any infrastructure changes, forests are simulated to experience the largest
proportional change in high-risk area if any of the future infrastructure scenarios materialize. Finally,
our simulations suggest that soy expansion threatens extremely biodiverse locations and valuable
ES, such as lands with high biomass stocks (>200 Mg ha−1), even without further infrastructure
developments. If conversion occurs in these areas, at least 4.8 Pg of CO2 could be released into the
atmosphere, a value that represents 10 times the total CO2 emissions of Brazil in 2014 [116].

Morton et al. [117] reported the cropland expansion observed in Mato Grosso from 2001 to 2012
to be generally located in areas with low-to-moderate agricultural suitability. At the same time, highly
suitable areas for agriculture experienced no expansion of crops. In contrast, half of the 237,800 ha
of soy expansion observed between 2014 and 2017 took place in the high-suitability areas identified
by our model. The previous authors reported topography and soil conditions to be more important
than infrastructure and climatic variables for the determination of crop suitability in Mato Grosso.
However, our simulations suggested the opposite for the whole Legal Amazon, perhaps because
infrastructure variables are explicitly considered here. While the soy expansion dynamics in the state
of Mato Grosso may differ from those of the broader Amazonian region, these differences highlight
that variable associations identified by machine-learning algorithms, must be interpreted with caution
and reference to potential measurement issues.

5. Conclusions

We presented a novel application of the MaxEnt approach by mapping the risk of soy expansion
in the Brazilian Legal Amazon. We assessed how new infrastructure developments could affect these
risks in the near future and their possible impacts on land use/cover and biodiversity conservation.
Our modeling framework is transferable to other settings and allows for a comprehensive understanding
of agricultural expansion in modern deforestation frontiers by accounting for accessibility, economic,
and land-use regulations.

We find that MaxEnt is a suitable tool for the identification of areas with propensity to be converted
to soy plantations in our study region. Infrastructure development could increase the 14.6 Mha of
land under high-risk of soy expansion in 2014 by another 0.3–2.1 Mha. This expansion could threaten
100,000 ha of areas with high- to very-high conservation priority, and 3.29 Mha of areas with extremely
high conservation priority. Furthermore, at least ten times the total CO2 emissions of Brazil in 2014
could be released if these areas are converted to soy. Environmental and agricultural policy planners,
as well as value chain governance initiatives, may benefit from improved tools to predict future land
use change. Future work should thus explore how machine learning in combination with data in
high spatial and temporal resolution can contribute to make the production of internationally traded
commodities more sustainable.
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